
CROATIA ADVENTURE – HIKING IN KRKA NATIONAL PARK, 

BLUE CAVE AND SPLIT 

12-15 SEPTEMBER 2019 

 

 

 

 

Join us for an amazing adventure to Croatia. View beautiful waterfalls, swim in Krka 

National Park under the jaw-dropping sight of an amazing waterfall, snorkel in crystal clear 

waters of the Adriatic Sea, discover a number of hidden alleys and a 1700 years old 

Diocletian’s palace in Split. 

 



Highlights: 

 

 Explore Krka National Park, one of Croatia`s natural wonders, enjoy hiking, fresh 

air and swim in the refreshing, clear water. 

 Discover the ancient city of Split, we’ll take you on a historical, culinary and cultural 

journey through a fascinating city 

 Step inside Diocletian’s Palace (a UNESCO World Heritage site and one of the 

world’s most impressive Roman monuments). 

 Try the best wine Croatia has to offer 

 Visit the Blue Cave, one of the most beautiful spots on the Adriatic (famous for its 

amazing glowing blue light). The cave is located in a small bay on the east side of 

the island of Biševo. 

 Go on an amazing, full day boat trip and have fun exploring Biševo, Stiniva, 

Budikovac, Pakleni islands, Hvar and snorkelling in the Adriatic Sea! 

 

 



KRKA NATIONAL PARK 

 

We will have 5 hours in the park to spend walking and enjoying the nature. You can enjoy 

summer swimming in the lower lake in the crystal clear water as the Krka Waterfalls is the 

only National Park in Croatia where swimming is allowed and explore the falls by wooden 

walkway. Enjoy the fresh air, wild nature and explore the Park with our Krka excursions 

by visiting NP Krka’s ethno museum, small stone houses and an old watermill or the first 

hydroelectric power station in Europe. 

 

Skradinski Buk route is the most famous part of the Krka National Park. and we will take 

our time to enjoy all the waterfalls, travertine barriers, plants and animals. The lowest 

point of the trail is at sea level. At the left side of the Krka River you will see a working 

hydroelectric power plant as well as the remains of the old hydroelectric power plant. 

Nikola Tesla (who was born in Croatia) helped to build the old power plant in 1895, the 

same year in which the Niagara’s hydroelectric power plant was put in action. The 

alternating current produced at the old plant on the Krka River was brought to Šibenik. 

 

 



BLUE CAVE 

 

Explore the Blue Cave, one of the most beautiful spots on Adriatic, famous for amazing 

glowing blue light. The cave is located in a small bay on the east side of the island of Biševo. 

 

It was originally accessible only by diving as it had one natural entrance below the sea level, 

an artificial entrance large enough for small boats was built in the 19th century. 

 

The ideal moment to visit the Blue Cave is between 11 am and 12 pm. At this time of day 

the sunlight reflects through the water coming from the white floor of the cave and bathes 

the grotto in aquamarine light, while objects in the water appear to be silver. The cave 

itself is 24 meters long, 10–12 metres deep and up to 15 metres high, while the entrance 

to it measures 1.5 metres high and 2.5 metres wide. 

 

Beside camera here are few items you may need to make your time on the excursion the 

best of all: Bathing suites, towel, sunglasses, suncream, wind jacket for a boat ride, hat, 

additional clothes for change. 

 

 



BOAT TRIP 

 

Explore the pearl of untouched nature and treat yourself with a day that will delight all 

your senses. We organize one-day boat trip to locations that will fascinate you with awe-

inspiring beauty that will stay in your memory for long time. Find out why this is the most 

popular boat excursion across the Adriatic. 

 

Speedboat ride form Split to Mezuporat (Bisevo Island) last for about 1 hour and 20 

minutes. There we will leave our speedboat and move to small boats. Reason for that is 

Blue Cave entrance is high only 1.5 meters so only small boats can enter in the Blue Cave. 

Meanwhile, until sailor buy you yours ticket for Blue Cave you can enjoy in coffee or juice 

in cafe bar. 

 

After 30 minutes ride from Biševo and Blue Cave we will arrive in front of Stiniva bay on 

Island Vis. There we will anchor the speedboat and you can spend some time (40 minutes) 

swimming and snorkeling. Snorkeling equipment is on the speedboat and you can ask crew 

for it if you want to dive. 

 

Blue Lagoon of Bludikovac island is favourite destination for many of our guests. It is 

perfect for swimming and snorkelling. We will spend approx. one hour at Budikovac Blue 

Lagoon. 

 

On Palmizana we will arrive at lunch time. There you can taste best Dalmatian food 

specialties and after lunch you can drink cocktails and swim in clear blue sea. Our crew can 

recommend you restaurants depending on which type of food you prefer. On Palmizana 

we will spent two hours. 

 

In town of Hvar we will arrive at about 16:00 hours and will stay there for one hour. During 

that time you can sightseeing Hvar, buy some native products or souvenirs. Estimated 

arrival in Split is at 18:00. 

 

 



 

 

SPLIT WALKING TOUR 

 

Split walking tour includes the Roman part of town (Diocletian palace) and the old part 

of town (City hall, promenade, Fishmarket..). The ruins of the Palace can be found 

throughout the city. The cathedral locally known as St. Duje church was built in the 

Middle Ages, reusing materials from the ancient mausoleum. 12th and 13th-century 

Romanesque churches, medieval fortifications, 15th-century Gothic palaces and other 

palaces in Renaissance and Baroque style make up the rest of the protected area. 

    

 



COST: £349 

 

What’s included: 

 3 nights in the hotel (twin rooms), breakfast not included, great location, close to 

the old city and the beach. 

 private day trip to Krk National Park (transfers and park entry fee included) 

 private, full day boat tour with snorkeling and Blue Cave 

 walking tour of Split 

 

 What’s excluded: 

 food  

 flights  

 personal expenses 

 

 

 

 

REGISTER HERE ⇒ 

https://www.katsadventures.com/events/croatia-adventure-hiking-in-krka-national-park-blue-cave-and-split-2

